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In this exercise students revise their knowledge of verbs.

The Talking Dice Hobbies topic should be used for 
this exercise.

Students can work alone, in pairs or in small groups.

Example
Below are some examples of verbs that go with 
each image. This list is by no means exhaustive.

Images
Book Ice-skate Television Computer Swimming Music

Read Skate Watch Play on Swim Listen

Buy Slide Switch on Work on Float Hear

Sell Jump Switch off Download Dive Play

Borrow Spin Listen Switch on Drown Buy

Lend Fall Buy Switch off Splash Download

Enjoy Go Sell Surf Jump Record

Dislike Lace up Rent Scan Lie Conduct

Write Enjoy Steal Type Go Read

Open Love Carry Crash Race Write

Close Hate Drop Detest Compete Compose

Exercise
1. Students roll a single Hobbies die and try to think of a verb that goes with the image they see. Go through

the given example on the worksheet so the students understand what is required.

2. Students write down as many verbs as they can think of for each image in the grid provide on their worksheet.

You could reward the student who thinks of the most verbs.

Extension
Give students’ different dice and repeat this exercise. Make a new table each time.
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Aim
In this exercise you will revise VERBS.  A VERB is a doing word.  For example – to listen, to play, to watch, to read.

1. Roll the Hobbies die.  Name the icon and then say a verb that goes with it.
For example:

to read  to buy to enjoy
2. Write down the verbs you can think of in the table.

Repeat round the group.

Extension
3. Repeat with different dice, make a new table each time.

VERBSBOOK

IMAGE

ICE-SKATE
TELEVISION
COMPUTER
SWIMMING

MUSIC

Die to use

Exercise

ExampleBefore you start, your teacher will roll the die and give you some examples.  Write them here:

Hobbies

SAMPLE


